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PowerPoint 2000/2001 for Terrified Teachers is an indispensible guide that will make using Microsoft PowerPoint easy
and intuitive the first time you sit down with the program. This book will bring out the designer in you as you use this
powerful communication tool to present your ideas clearly and effectively. The first half of the book introduces you to the
features and capabilities of this program in an easy-to-follow, step-by-step manner. The second half of the book
illustrates how these skills can be integrated into your classroom curriculum through a series of quick and easy projects.
Book jacket.
????:????Windows 2000;???????Word 2000;????Excel 2000???;???????PowerPoint 2000;??????????????
???????????????
????Windows 98?????, Word 2000?????, Excel 2000?????????, PowerPoint 2000????????????, WPS 2000?????????
Point and click your way to dazzling PowerPoint multimedia presentations in a snap with the fast answers you'll find in
PowerPoint 2000 For Windows For Dummies Quick Reference. Zero in on the information you need and build the
multimedia slide shows you want, with this fast and friendly reference book. Develop a complete, professional-looking
PowerPoint presentation with templates and wizards; and integrate text, graphics, sound, and video easily and
effectively. Create your own custom graphics with the Drawing toolbar, and publish or deliver an online presentation by
using PowerPoint 2000's exciting new Web features. Whatever your ultimate goals, PowerPoint 2000 For Windows For
Dummies Quick Reference will help you along the way with clear, concise answers to all your PowerPoint questions and
step-by-step instructions on how to do the things you want to do, when you want to do them. Best of all, the slim, spiralbound design means that you can keep this book open to the page you need for quick lookups, and save extra time as
you discover the sights and sounds of PowerPoint presentations at your fingertips.
????????:????????DOS ??????,Windows 2000,Word 2000,Excel 2000,PowerPoint 2000,FrontPage
2000,??????Internet????
Handleiding voor de Nederlandse versie voor Windows van het presentatieprogramma van Microsoft.
'The Learn' series has been designed for students who need to master the basics of a particular software program
quickly. The books are highly visual in nature which allows the beginning student to work along with the book. This is
particularly suited to students with limited computer skill.
PowerPoint es uno de los programas más utilizado en el mundo de las finanzas y la mercadotecnia, para llevar a cabo
conferencias de gran magnitud, en México realmente son pocas las organizaciones que utilizan un software dedicado
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especialmente a la presentación de conferencias, sin embargo otras organizaciones privadas y públicas hacen uso
exhaustivo de aplicaciones de este tipo, por ello la importancia de un curso como Microsoft PowerPoint 2000. Todo
medio educativo se considera inconcluso si no ha sido evaluado. Es por ello que este material fue revisado por el Ing.
Rolando Fernández Benavidez de manera exhaustiva a fin de evitar errores o discrepancias técnicas en cuanto a la
materia, además se dio a la tarea de evaluar el manual desde la perspectiva de los docentes, pues son quienes viven y
conocen el proceso de enseñanza - aprendizaje cotidianamente en el aula, respaldan, acreditan o desacreditan el
trabajo académico de este material y, además, conocen la problemática educativa y el desenvolvimiento del alumno en
la adquisición y apropiación de conocimientos. Con base en estas opiniones es como el manual se ha reestructurado en
su contenido.
????:????Windows 98;????Word 2000;????Excel 2000;????PowerPoint 2000;????Office 2000???
This handy textbook covers all you need to know to get started using Powerpoint for presentations. Learning Made Simple books
give you skills without frills. They are matched to the main qualifications, and written by experienced teachers and authors to make
often tricky subjects simple to learn. Every book is designed carefully to provide bite-sized lessons matched to your needs.
Learning Made Simple titles provide both a new colourful way to study and a useful adjunct to any training course. Using full colour
throughout, and written by leading teachers and writers, Learning Made Simple books will help readers learn new skills and
develop their talents. Whether studying at college, training at work, or reading at home, aiming for a qualification or simply getting
up to speed, Learning Made Simple books will give you the advantage of easy, well-organised training materials in a handy
volume with two or four-page sections for each topic for ease of use. *First class handbooks for first-class learning *Learning Made
Simple, a colourful approach to support self-study and training courses alike *Written by experienced trainers for inexperienced
learners to succeed, matched to main qualifications
?????????????·??????
Loaded with tips from the software experts on how to get the most from Microsoft PowerPoint 2000 presentation graphics
program, this book shows users each step needed to accomplish their objectives.
As a simple introduction to Publisher 2000 it covers: * all the key aspects of this new application, part of the Office 2000 software
suite from Microsoft * and all the design elements you'll need in order to get the most from the package. If you: * need to create a
web site on the internet * want to produce professional looking newsletters, brochures, forms, business cards, effective mailings
etc * need a self-teaching approach * want results fast then 'Publisher 2000 Made Simple' is for you! requires no in-depth
computer knowledge also covers essential design concepts covers Publisher 2000 (part of the soon to be released Microsoft
Office 2000 suite)
??????:??????????????????????????????Windows 98?Office 2000???Word 2000? Excel 2000? PowerPoint
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Not too long ago (in a galaxy not too far away), the term presentation software meant poster board and marker pens. Times sure have
changed. Now, computer presentations are the norm; in fact, you may get some downright dirty looks from your boss if you come into a
conference room carrying flip charts or a stack of handwritten transparencies. The term PowerPoint has become synonymous with fancyschmancy, computer presentations; in fact, PowerPoint is now a major tool in boardrooms everywhere. And if you haven't been instructed to
create a PowerPoint presentation, it's only a matter of time before you will be! But how do you get started with PowerPoint? How do you get
those ideas in your head or on your legal pad into a slick presentation format? Despite Microsoft's valiant effort to make PowerPoint easy to
use, it's still one of Microsoft's most complicated programs. And that's where PowerPoint 2000 For Windows For Dummies steps in to help.
Veteran Dummies author Doug Lowe introduces you to the power of PowerPoint 2000 in his typically humorous and easy-to-understand
style. This book not only shows you how to get started with PowerPoint 2000, but it also shows you how to actually do what you need to do –
without all the geeky jargon of the standard computer manual. Here's just a few of the topics covered in PowerPoint 2000 For Windows For
Dummies: Creating a brand-spanking-new presentation Adding text to your slides Editing and printing your presentations Formatting your
slides: From selecting colors to using templates Using clip art and drawing your own masterpieces Incorporating charts, graphs, and
animation into your presentation Including Web links and serving up your presentation on the Web Collaborating with others on a
presentation Top Ten lists on the new features of PowerPoint 2000, fixing things that go wrong, and powerful PowerPoint shortcuts So
whether you're an experienced PowerPoint guru or a newbie who has a presentation due by the end of the week (and it's Thursday!), you'll
find all you need in PowerPoint 2000 For Windows For Dummies.
????8?,??????????DOS???????Windows 2000????????????Word 2000???????Excel 2000???????PowerPoint
2000????????????????????????????????
More than 70 million people have made Microsoft Office the most popular business software package on the planet. Whether you're a
newcomer to the power and productivity of the entire Office suite -- with its word processing, spreadsheet, database, presentation, Web
design, desktop publishing, and e-mail software -- or discovering Microsoft Office for the first time, you'll find yourself right at home with the
friendly advice and plain-English answers inside Microsoft Office 2000 For Windows For Dummies. Get all Office 2000 programs working
together -- Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Access, FrontPage, Outlook, Publisher, PhotoDraw, and Internet Explorer -- and take your computing
skills to the next level. Publish professional-looking Web pages from Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Publisher, and FrontPage. Organize your
schedule and e-mail with Outlook; create dazzling slide presentations with PowerPoint; create documents quickly with Word; and budget your
finances with Excel's cool charts and graphs. Microsoft Office 2000 For Windows For Dummies covers the Standard, Professional, and
Premium editions of Office 2000, so whatever your needs, we've got the answers!
Ever considered changing the fonts in your presentation depending on the audience size? Or wondered what colors work best for selling?
Packed with practical advice you can't find anywhere else, the Microsoft PowerPoint 2000 Bible brings you in "one big book" absolutely
everything you need to plan, build, and run dynamite PowerPoint presentations that get your point across.
A tutorial introducing the features of PowerPoint 2000 covers terminology, design, graphics, viewing and organizing slide shows, displaying
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and editing slide masters, sharing files, and posting presentations to the Web.
PowerPoint 2000 For Windows For DummiesFor Dummies
????:????Windows 2000;???????Word 2000;????Excel 2000???;???????PowerPoint 2000;?????????????.
Time to make the jump to Microsoft's Office 2000 suite of productivity tools? No time to slog through pages and pages of user manuals? Cut
straight to the heart of things with Microsoft Office 2000 For Windows For Dummies Quick Reference, your fast and friendly fingertip
companion to getting up and running with the latest versions of Word, Excel, Access, PowerPoint, Outlook, and Publisher. Dive right in and
emerge with the information you need to complete whatever task you have at hand. Inside Microsoft Office 2000 For Windows For Dummies
Quick Reference, you'll find clear, no-nonsense explanations of all the Office 2000 features and commands in an easy A-to-Z order, and you'll
discover how all the programs work together in one integrated suite. Review common chores used in all Office applications; use the powerful
Office Wizards to save time and headaches when creating files; share data across applications, projects, or workgroups; and master the fine
art of desktop publishing with Publisher 2000, the newest tool in the Office 2000 Professional Edition. With its spiral, lay-flat binding for quick
reference and its low price, this book will become your desktop companion.
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